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KING FAMILY NEWS
Now Three Generations Serving The Lord
In Israel…..Part II
2018 — The Year That Was !

70 years and counting… The modern State of Israel marked its 70th birthday this year, and it
seems like the celebrations just kept going on. This photo, above, was taken at the National
celebration on Mt. Herzl. See more that follow….
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Ab o v e a n d R i g h t : In d e p e n d e n c e D a y
Celebrations in our very own community of Har
Adar having 700 homes and families. We have
lived in this Jerusalem suburb for 22 years years.

Israel - Read it in numbers and %!
• 8,907,000 Population, September 2018
- 74 % Jewish; 21% Arab; 5% other
• Equal % of men and women
• 28 % of population under 15
• Of the Jewish Population:
- 45 % secular
- 34 % traditional
- 11 % religious
- 10 % ultra religious
• 73 % have cell phones and 28% of them are
under 15
• 89 % report they are satisfied with lives
• 3.1 % childbirth per woman, one of the
highest percentages in the OECD
• 175,000 babies born last year Ella is one of
them; 43,000 died; 25,000 immigrated
• Life Expectancy: 84.6 women; 80.7 men
Statistics taken from Israel Central Bureau of
Statistics, September 17, 2018

Religion in Israel
• 75.6 % - Jewish
• 18.6% - Muslim
• 2 % - Christian
• 3.8 % - Other
• From Pew Templeton Global Religious Report 2010
Accurate statistics of religious persuasion in Israel
is complex and varied, but the above information
mirrors a number of reports.
Of interest is the fact that by far the Christian
percentage reflects a historic religious Christian
tradition and not one of Evangelical choice.
Messianic numbers are many times quoted at
approximately 30,000. in 1979 it was about 1000.

1000. Source material is unavailable.
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USA President Trump Comes To Town
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Presidents Clinton, Bush, and Obama
before him all said they would move the
US Embassy to Jerusalem. None did
until Donald Trump.
Israelis were ecstatic! Finally, at least one
Country in the world recognized Jerusalem
as Israel’s capital. President Trump may
cause mixed feelings around the world and in
the USA, but here in Israel, he is a very wellliked President.

The decision of the USA to move its
Embassy to Jerusalem was like an answer
to prayer…. Imagine how I, Tim,
felt after all these years, when back in 1980 we
opened the International Christian Embassy
Jerusalem as a sign of solidarity with Israel
when al l Countries with Emba ssies in
Je r u s a l e m m o v e d t o Te l Av i v a m i d s t
tremendous Arab pressure. If governments
and politicians wouldn’t stand up for Israel, we
thought it was time for Bible believing
Christians to make a bold move and open a
Christian Embassy…… and we did! It exists
until today with oﬃces in over 80 Countries of
the world, all continuing to stand with God’s
eternal purposes for Israel and the Jewish
people.
I feel privileged to have been part of that
beginning and to have served as the Embassy’s
Financial Director for 27 years. Check it out.
www.icej.org

Above: One of the first projects / operations
of the newly founded International Christian
Embassy Jerusalem was to create a world wide
protest in front of Russian Embassies around
the Globe to “Let God’s People (the Jewish
people) Go!” Tim far left, Prime Minister
Menahem Begin and ICEJ Spokesman Jan
Willem van der Hoeven explain the operation.
Soon after, the Iron curtain came down and
over a million Russian Jews came home to
Israel. Christians through the ICEJ financially
helped over 100,000 to return.
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First MA Graduate of IBLT at the
University of the Holy Land

Above Left: Claire Pfann, Academic Dean; and Stephen Pfann, PhD, President of the University
of the Holy Land (UHL) prepare for ceremonies. Right: Martha and Tim King with David
Solomon Pallikonda from India who graduated top of his class at the Institute of Biblical
Languages and Translation (IBLT) and continued his studies in order to gain a MA in Classical
Hebrew from UHL. David will use his new proficiency in Biblical Hebrew to translate scripture
and teach others in his native country of India. Tim serves as Vice President Administration for
the University of the Holy Land, and is also a Board Member of the 4220 and IBLT
organizations which are working very hard to close the proficiency in Biblical Hebrew
gap with Bible Translators and Consultants in these important “latter days.” Check
out the organizations: www.uhl.ac and www.4220foundation.com

Above Left: Tim and Martha with Susanna Kokenan, PhD in Holocaust Studies, the outgoing
Director of the Christian Desk at the Yad Vashem Holocaust Museum in Jerusalem. Susanna
represented Christians in this Jewish Organization with the greatest respect and understanding.
While serving at the International Christian Embassy Jerusalem, Tim was one of the pioneers of
the Christian Desk at Yad Vashem. Above Right: Tim with some of those who “make it happen”
at the Israel Ministry of Tourism. The Tourism Minister announced that tourists to Israel
reached a record number of 4 million in 2018 at the annual Christmas reception for
Christian leaders.
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Lord’s House Of Prayer LHOP Comes to Israel
and
Israel Goes to LHOP in Lancaster, PA

For years, Naomi Seachrist, above center, has supported Christian workers around the world as part of the
Lord’s House of Prayer World Impact Program and never dreamed she would have the opportunity to
“impact” Israel with her own practical service of harvesting grapefruit with Leket www.leket.org
and working in a soup kitchen for the poor in Jerusalem. But she did, as the winner of a money draw at the
LHOP World Impact Conference last year. She convinced Sandy Madera and Pastor Abby King to join in
her adventure to visit Tim and Martha. Above Left: Sandy, Naomi, and Abby harvested enough grapefruit
to help 600 families in Israel. Above Right: Yair Pinto of TV7 News in Jerusalem and TFTN Truth For
The Nations in the USA visited and spoke at LHOP to explain how accurate news from Israel is not only
news, but a practical demonstration of God’s love and restoration of Israel and the Jewish people. TV 7
recently opened an oﬃce in the USA, TFTN, and will soon have Christian programming and news from
Israel as well as in Europe and Scandinavia. Yair, a Tank Oﬃcer Reserves in the Israel Defense Forces,
married Anna King, a Hummer Tank Instructor, 5 years ago and brought their 5 month old daughter Ella to
LHOP and the USA for the first time in December. Visit WWW.TFTN.TV
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Third Generation, Ella Ruth (King) Pinto,
Is the Favorite of Them All, So…Lookout World,
Here She Comes!
Please indulge us a little, as we walk through “first” photos of Ella. After all, it is not every
day that our first grand baby can be introduced.

Above Left: First Flight at similar ages. Ella at 5 months from Tel Aviv to Paris, Atlanta, New
York with Mamma Anna; Above Right: Anna at 4 months from Tel Aviv to Warsaw, Budapest
and Frankfurt with Mamma Martha.

First Hannuka, and First Thanksgiving Turkey;
Mother and Father, Saba (grandfather) and Safta
(grandmother) look on.
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Above: First Christmas tree in the Paris airport. Right: First fireplace at Saba Pinto’ s house.
Right: First photo at 6
m o n t h s o l d ; Fi r s t
Winter cold in the USA.
Below: Although Ella
was dedicated to the
Lord by her parents in
Jerusalem, the photo
below is a more formal
dedication by the
pastors of the Lord’s
Ho u s e o f Pr a y e r i n
Lancaster, PA.
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Prayer Needed
2018 was a very good year in many ways, for the nation of Israel and us personally..
• We give thanks for relative calm in Israel.
• We give thanks for our continued work and health.
• We give thanks for Yair’s completion of a BA degree from Open University. and for Anna
completing a MA degree at the University of Tel Aviv in Conflict resolution.
• And especially for the birth of Ella Ruth, our third generation now serving in Israel.
2019 seems like it could be a very challenging year. Please pray for:
• Continued relative peace in Israel.
• The northern border of Israel with Syria and Lebanon as more and more terror tunnels are being
found. Imagine an army of terrorists moving underground from Mexico popping up and pouring
out in Texas - that’s what is happening on our northern border. But thankfully 5 tunnels have been
found so far and destroyed.
• The political system in Israel. We are now faced with a national election very soon. Pray that Prime
Minister Netanyahu will know how to lead during this time. This election is especially important
for the settlers in Judea and Samaria and their future in the Biblical Heartland of Israel.
• The new mayor of Jerusalem, Moshe Lion who takes oﬃce very soon. There is no other city in the
world that God asks for prayer, but for Jerusalem He does. Psalm 122: 6.
• Haim Mendel, the new mayor of the little village of Har Adar where we live.
• The continued eﬀectiveness of our work; Martha and her English teaching, and Tim with his work
at the University of the Holy Land and other projects. For Scholarship Finances of third world
students. Contact Tim at tim.king@uhl.ac
• Finances for Yair and his launching of TV7’s work in the USA, Truth For The Nations, along with
Europe and Scandinavia. Contact: ypinto@tftn.tv
• Yair’s safety as a Commander of Tanks in the Golan (on the Syrian border). Yair is in active
Reserves which means he could be called up should all out war erupt on that front.
• For Anna in her new role of mother to Ella, and when and how motherhood might fit into her work
with Conflict Resolution.
Thank you very much for your prayers, for your financial support, and for standing with
the King Family and our work in Israel. We appreciate it, and we appreciate you very very
much. Happy New Year.
With much love from Jerusalem,
Tim and Martha
Contact Details: Tim and Martha King, 187 Ha’ela, Har Adar 90836 Israel; Tel: +972 52 698 7941 email:
mking@netvision.net.il; tim.timking@gmail.com; Contributions can be made payable to the Lord’s House of
Prayer, 133 East Vine St., Lancaster, Pa. 17603 with a notation for Israel. For Pay Pal, use account
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